HEALTH SERVICES GIVE TANGIBLE RETURNS

Hospital Plans Under Review
Minister Says

While he was unable to answer whether the health services justified their costs, there was much evidence to show that developments in recent years were giving tangible returns, said Mr. MacLehose, in the Dáil, introducing an Estimate for the Department of Health for £6,064,600, which was in addition to the £2,026,000 granted under the Vote on Account last March.

So far as future hospital construction was concerned, they were now faced with an acute financial problem, he added. In those circumstances a searching review of the remaining hospital programmes in its relation to actual needs and priorities was being undertaken.

Progress was reported and the Dáil adjourned until 10.30 this morning.

New Lord Mayor Of Cork

In the absence of Lord Mayor Mr. P. J. O'Callaghan, Mr. H. O. F. Hayes was elected by acclamation mayor of Cork.
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